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Abstract

We consider a natural network diffusion process, modeling the spread of information or infectious
diseases. Multiple mobile agents perform independent simple random walks on an n-vertex connected
graph G. The number of agents is linear in n and the walks start from the stationary distribution.
Initially, a single vertex has a piece of information (or a virus). An agent becomes informed (or
infected) the first time it visits some vertex with the information (or virus); thereafter, the agent
informs (infects) all vertices it visits. Giakkoupis et al. [16] have shown that the spreading time,
i.e., the time before all vertices are informed, is asymptotically and w.h.p. the same as in the
well-studied randomized rumor spreading process, on any d-regular graph with d = Ω(log n). The
case of sub-logarithmic degree was left open, and is the main focus of this paper.

First, we observe that the equivalence shown in [16] does not hold for small d: We give an
example of a 3-regular graph with logarithmic diameter for which the expected spreading time is
Ω(log2 n/ log log n), whereas randomized rumor spreading is completed in time Θ(log n), w.h.p. Next,
we show a general upper bound of Õ(d · diam(G) + log3 n/d),1 w.h.p., for the spreading time on any
d-regular graph. We also provide a version of the bound based on the average degree, for non-regular
graphs. Next, we give tight analyses for specific graph families. We show that the spreading time
is O(log n), w.h.p., for constant-degree regular expanders. For the binary tree, we show an upper
bound of O(log n · log log n), w.h.p., and prove that this is tight, by giving a matching lower bound for
the cover time of the tree by n random walks. Finally, we show a bound of O(diam(G)), w.h.p., for
k-dimensional grids (k ≥ 1 is constant), by adapting a technique by Kesten and Sidoravicius [22, 23].
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9:2 Spread of Information and Diseases via Random Walks in Sparse Graphs

1 Introduction

We consider the following natural diffusion process on a connected n-vertex graph G. A
collection of mobile agents perform independent parallel (discrete-time) random walks on
G, starting from the stationary distribution. Initially, there is a piece of information at
some arbitrary source vertex. An agent learns the information the first time it visits some
informed vertex (the vertex may have received the information in the same or a previous
round). From that point on, the agent spreads the information to all vertices it visits. We
study the time it takes before all vertices have been informed. We will refer to this process
as visit-exchange, following the terminology of [16].

The above process suggests a simple message broadcasting algorithm for networks: Vertices
correspond to processes, and agents are tokens circulated in the network. In each round,
every process sends each of the tokens it received in the previous round to a random neighbor,
and if the process knows the message, it transmits the message along with each token. As
observed in [16], when the number of agents/tokens is linear in n, this algorithm has similar
per round message complexity as standard randomized rumor spreading [14, 21], but in
several graphs it outperforms the latter, due to a more fair bandwidth utilization: each edge
is equally likely to be used in each round.

A second potential application of visit-exchange is as a basic model for the spread of
diseases in populations. One can think of agents as the members of the population, where an
infected member can transmit the infection to another either by direct contact, or indirectly.
In the latter case a healthy individual contracts the virus by being in a place previously
visited by an infected individual [25]. Alternatively, one can think of a larger population,
residing on the vertices of the graphs (e.g., vertices are cities), and a few mobile individuals
are responsible for transmitting the infection between different cities. Our basic model
assumes perfect contagion and no recovery. It is an interesting future direction to analyze a
refined model that allows probabilistic transmission and recovery.

Several works have studied the spread of information (or viruses) via mobile agents,
performing random walks or more general jump processes, in discrete or continuous time, on
various families of graphs [3, 8, 10, 16, 19, 20,23, 24, 26, 28] (see Sect. 2 for an overview of this
literature). In almost all of these works, the information is transmitted only between agents
when they meet at a vertex, and vertices do not store information.

The work closest to ours is [16] (see also [17]). The authors consider visit-exchange
with Θ(n) agents, starting from stationarity, and compare the spreading time to that of
randomized rumor spreading [14, 21]. In the latter protocol, information is transmitted
between adjacent vertices, without the use of agents, by having each vertex communicate
with a random neighbor in each round. It was observed in [16] that there are graphs in which
visit-exchange is significantly faster than randomized rumor spreading (logarithmic versus
linear spreading time), and examples where the converse is true.

A main result of [16] is that on any d-regular graph with sufficiently large degree
d = Ω(logn), visit-exchange and randomized rumor spreading have the same asymptotic
spreading time. The intuition for this result is the following. We have that: (i) the average
number of agents per vertex is constant, since there are Θ(n) agents in total, (ii) all agents
start from stationarity, and (iii) the graph is regular. It follows that, in every round, a
constant expected number of agents depart from each vertex, to random neighbors. This
should have a similar effect in the spread of information as randomized rumor spreading,
where each vertex communicates with a random neighbor in each round.
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The intuition above is not hard to formalize, and prove that visit-exchange is at least
as fast as rumor spreading asymptotically:2 If d ≥ c logn, for a large enough constant c,
a Chernoff bound together with a union bound show that, w.h.p., for every vertex u and
round t ≤ poly(n), at least Ω(d) agents visit the neighbors of u in round t− 1. Thus, at least
one agent visits u in round t, with constant probability. This argument, however, does not
extend to the case of d = O(logn). It was thus left as an open problem in [16], whether the
same result holds for graphs of degree d = O(logn).

Our Contribution. First, we answer the above open question from [16] in the negative.

I Observation 1. There is a 3-regular graph G with n vertices and diameter Θ(logn), such
that the expected spreading time of visit-exchange on G is Ω(log2 n/ log logn).

The spreading time of randomized rumor spreading is Θ(diam(G)), w.h.p., on any constant
degree graph G [14], thus it is logarithmic for the graph above. To simplify the exposition,
here we only give an example of a constant-degree, non-regular graph G with diameter and
spreading time as described in Observation 1. Consider a 3-regular graph R with n vertices
and diameter Θ(logn) (e.g., a 3-regular expander), and

√
n path graphs, each of length

logn/2. We obtain G by connecting one of the two endpoints of each path graph, to a
distinct vertex of R. The diameter of G is clearly logarithmic. The expected spreading time
is Ω(log2 n/ log logn), because with constant probability, at least one path graph P contains
no agents initially, and then it takes Ω(log2 n/ log logn) rounds before the endpoint of P
not connected to R gets informed. We can replace the paths of length logn/2 with “ladder”
graphs, as detailed in [18], to construct a regular graph satisfying Observation 1.

A consequence of Observation 1 is that known bounds for rumor spreading do not readily
apply to visit-exchange for low-degree regular graphs, thus new bounds are needed. In
view of that, we first provide a general upper bound for visit-exchange for regular graphs
of degree d = O(logn), in terms of the graph diameter. Then we provide tight bounds for
several interesting graph families. All our results assume that the number of agents is αn,
for some arbitrary constant α > 0, and the walks start from the stationary distribution. We
denote by T (G) the spreading time on graph G. Since all our bounds hold for any source
vertex, we do not explicitly specify a source in the notation. Moreover, we omit G and write
just T , when the graph is clear from the context. We write w.h.p. (with high probability) to
denote a probability that is at least 1− n−c for some constant c > 0.

I Theorem 2. For any d-regular graph G with d = O(logn), T = Õ(d · diam(G) + log3 n/d),
w.h.p., where the tilde notation hides factors of order at most (log logn)2.

In the above bound, the dependence on the diameter is best possible (e.g., the spreading
time along a cycle of d-cliques is proportional to the path length multiplied by d). An additive
term is also needed when the diameter is sub-logarithmic, but it is not clear whether the term
log3 n/d is tight. Recall that the corresponding upper bound for randomized rumor spreading
shown in [14] is O(d · (diam(G) + logn)). Thus, it would be reasonable to guess that the
right additive term is d · logn. However, the example in Observation 1 shows that the term
must be at least Ω̃(log2 n). We conjecture that the tight bound is Õ(d · diam(G) + log2 n).

The proof of Theorem 2 bounds the time that the information takes to spread along a
given (shortest) path in the graph. We divide time into phases of length log2 n rounds, and in
each phase, we lower-bound the probability that the information spreads along a sub-path of

2 The proof of the other direction, that rumor spreading is at least as fast as visit-exchange, is
significantly more involved.
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length Ω̃(log2 n/d). For d = ω(log logn), we show this probability to be 1−e−Ω(d). Moreover,
we ensure that this probability bound holds, essentially, independently of previous phases, by
considering every other phase. We prove the bound by showing a concentration result on
the number of agents at the neighborhood of each individual vertex in the sub-path, at each
round of the phase, and then applying a union bound. To boost the above probability to
1− e−Ω(logn), we need logn/d phases, which yields the log3 n/d term of the bound. For the
case of d = O(log logn), we use a similar approach, but argue instead about the number of
agents that visit each vertex in the sub-path over an interval of multiple rounds (instead
of looking at its neighborhood at each round). The main technical tool we use is an upper
bound on the return probability from [27].

For non-regular graphs, a similar analysis as for Theorem 2 yields the following result.

I Theorem 3. For any graph G with average degree davg and minimum degree dmin = Ω(davg),
T = O(davg · log2 n · (diam(G) + logn)), w.h.p.

Even though this bound is likely not tight, it is interesting because there is no analogue
of it for randomized rumor spreading. For example, in the graph consisting of two stars with
their centers connected by an edge [16], for which davg = O(1), randomized rumor spreading
takes linear expected time, whereas visit-exchange takes logarithmic time w.h.p. (and
Theorem 3 gives a poly(logn) bound).

Next we show that the spreading time on expanders is optimal, i.e., logarithmic.

I Theorem 4. For any d-regular expander G with d ≥ 3 constant, T = O(logn), w.h.p.

Unlike the proof of Theorem 2, where we argue about individual vertices, to prove
Theorem 4 we argue about the set of all informed vertices at time t, precisely, the subset
St of informed vertices with at least one uninformed neighbor. By the expansion property,
St contains at least a constant fraction of all informed vertices. We claim that a constant
fraction of vertices in St are visited by some agent between rounds t and t+ r, w.h.p., for
any t and a large enough constant r. Since d is constant, this implies that the number of
informed vertices increases by a constant factor every r rounds. To prove the above claim,
we argue that the probability a given agent visits St between t and t+ r is proportional to
k = |St| and r. Thus, St is not visited by sufficiently many agents in these r rounds with
probability decreasing exponentially in r · k. Next, we consider all possible instantiations of
St, and apply a union bound. Since the set of informed vertices at any time is connected,
the number of different instantiations of St can be bounded by dΘ(k). Since d is constant,
the claim follows by choosing constant r large enough.

We currently do not know how to extend Theorem 4 to regular expanders of degree
ω(1) ≤ d ≤ O(logn) (for d = Ω(logn), the result follows from [16]).

Next we study trees. Let Rb,h denote a rooted b-ary tree where each vertex at distance
less than h from the root has b children and all leaves are at distance h from the root. The
total number of vertices is n = (bh+1 − 1)/(b− 1).

I Theorem 5. For any b-ary tree Rb,h with b ≥ 2, T = O(h log h+logn), w.h.p. Furthermore,
for the binary tree R2,h, T = Ω(h log h) = Ω(logn · log logn), w.h.p.

Note that the spreading time on Rb,h of the push-only version of randomized rumor
spreading is Θ(b logn), w.h.p. Thus, visit-exchange is slower than push for small b, and
faster for larger b. Another interesting implication of Theorem 5 is that the cover time of
the tree by n random walks starting from stationarity has a super-linear speedup, compared
to the cover time for a single random walk, which is Ω(n log2 n). Our analysis suggests a
deeper connection between the cover time (or other quantities) of multiple random walks
and the spreading time of visit-exchange, which might deserve further study.
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We give now an overview of the proof of Theorem 5, for the binary tree case; the case of
b > 2 is similar. To prove the upper bound, we fix a path between the root r and a vertex
u at distance at most h− log h. We show that information spreads between r and u in at
most O(logn) rounds w.h.p., by showing that agents arrive at each vertex v of the path
at roughly constant rate, independently of the other vertices in the path. To achieve this
independence, for each v we identify a subset Sv of the descendants of v at distance log h,
and count only visits to v by agents that are in Sv a number of Θ(log h) rounds ago, and
in the meantime have not walked past v. To show a constant rate, instead of 1/Θ(log h), a
careful pipeline argument is used. To bound the time to spread the information in the last
log h levels of the tree, we bound the cover time of a tree of height log h by h walks starting
from the root, which takes O(h log h) steps w.h.p. (in n). Finally, to show the lower bound
of Theorem 5, we bound from below the cover time of the tree by n random walks starting
from stationarity.

Last we show that the spreading time on grids is optimal, i.e., asymptotically equal to
the diameter. Let Gk,n denote the k-dimensional grid with side length n1/k and n vertices in
total (for simplicity, we assume n1/k is an integer).

I Theorem 6. For any grid graph Gk,n that has a constant number of dimensions k ≥ 1,
T = Θ(diam(G)), w.h.p.

A weaker version of this result, with additional log logn factors, follows from Theorem 2.
To get rid of these extra factors, we employ a much more fine-grained analysis.

Our proof of Theorem 6 uses a technique developed by Kesten and Sidoravicius [22,23],
who proved a similar bound for a continuous-time diffusion process, in which information
spreads between agents when they meet (it is not stored on vertices). For our discussion here,
we assume the 1-dimensional case, i.e., the n-path. We consider a sequence of Θ(log logn)
tessellations of space-time (up to time linear in n), where each tessellation consists of
square blocks; the length of the block side is constant in the first tessellation, and increases
exponentially in each subsequent tessellation. Let ∆ be the side length of a block, and let
(v, t) be its bottom left corner; i.e., the block contains all points (v + j, t+ j′), 0 ≤ j, j′ < ∆.
Roughly speaking, the block is “good” if a sufficiently large neighborhood of the vertices in
the block (namely, vertices v − 3∆ up to v + 4∆) is sufficiently densely populated by agents
at time t−∆. This implies that any space-time point in the block has a good probability of
containing some agent. Starting from the last tessellation, for which ∆ = Θ(logn) and all
blocks are good w.h.p., we recursively bound the number of bad blocks in each tessellation,
concluding that at most a constant fraction of all blocks in the first tessellation are bad.
Moreover, blocks that are far from each other by at least some constant distance (in space-
time), satisfy the property of being good independently of one another. We can then use this
result to show that any possible information path contains sufficiently many good blocks,
which guarantees that information reaches from one end of the n-path to the other. We
note that various aspects of our proof are simpler that in the original proof of Kesten and
Sidoravicius, mainly because our process stores the information at vertices, resulting in
information paths that are easier to analyse.

Road-map. In Sect. 2 we give an overview of the related work. In Sect. 3 we prove
Theorem 2, and in Sect. 4 we prove the upper bound of Theorem 5. Due to space limitations,
the proofs of the remaining results are only available in the full version of the paper [18].
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2 Related Work

Independent parallel random walks have been studied since the late 70s [1], mainly as a way
to speed-up cover and hitting times and related graph problems [2,4,7, 8, 12,13]. Similarly,
randomized rumor spreading, where information exchange occurs between adjacent vertices
(e.g., via push, pull, or push-pull), has been studied for the past 35 years [9, 14, 21], with the
more recent results studying the spreading time in social networks [11], and bounds with
graph expansion [5].

A closely related diffusion process to ours is the one where information is not stored
on vertices, but is transmitted directly between agents when they meet, and initially a
single agent is informed. Naturally, the spreading time in this setting is the time until all
agents are informed. Several works have studied this process [8, 10, 16, 26, 28]. Dimitriou
et al. [10], observed that on any graph the expected spreading time is O(t∗ logm), where
m is the number of agents (placed at arbitrary vertices, initially), and t∗ is the maximum
expected meeting time of two walks; this bound is tight for some graphs. Better bounds
were also provided for the complete graph and expanders. Cooper et al. [8] showed (among
other results) that the expected spreading time on a random d-regular graph converges to
2n lnm
m · d−1

d−2 , for most starting positions of the m agents. Pettarin et al. [28,29] considered the
k-dimensional grid, Gk,n, for k ∈ {1, 2}, and showed that the spreading time is Θ̃(n/

√
m),3

w.h.p., for m agents starting from stationarity. Lam et al. [26] studied the same problem for
k ≥ 3 dimensions, and showed a phase transition depending on m: for large m the spreading
time is Θ̃(n1+1/k/

√
m), while for small m it is Θ̃(n/m). Giakkoupis et al. [16,17] considered

the process on d-regular graphs, with m = Θ(n) agents starting from stationarity, and showed
that, on any d-regular graph with d = Ω(logn), the spreading time is asymptotically at least
as large as for visit-exchange, and in some cases strictly larger.

Kesten and Sidoravicius [23,24] studied a continuous-time variant of the above process
on the infinite grid, where the initial number of agents on each vertex is a poisson random
variable with constant mean, and the information starts from the origin. They proved a
theorem for the shape formed by the contour of the informed agents in the limiting case.
In their analysis it is implicit that if the grid is finite, the spreading time is linear in the
diameter (see also [19]). Our proof of Theorem 6 uses techniques from their analysis. A very
similar process is the frog model, where only informed agents move, while uninformed ones
stay at their initial position, until they are hit by an informed agent. At that point they get
informed, and start their own walk. This process has been studied on infinite grids [3, 30]
and trees [20].

3 Upper Bound for Regular Graphs

In this section we prove Theorem 2.

3.1 Preliminaries

Let G = (V,E) be any graph (not necessarily a regular one), and let A be the set of agents
in visit-exchange, where |A| = α · n for a constant α > 0. The agents in A start their
walks from the stationary distribution π. For a vertex u, let Nu(t) be the number of agents

3 The tilde asymptotic notation hides polylogarithmic factors.
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that are at vertex u at round t. For an integer r > 0 and round t, let

N̂u(t, r) = E [Nu(t+ r) | Nv(t), for all v ∈ V ] =
∑
v∈V

prv,u ·Nv(t),

where prv,u is the probability that a random walk starting from v is at u after exactly r
rounds.

I Lemma 7. For any vertex u, round t, and integer r,

P
[
N̂u(t, r) ≤ |A| · π(u)/2

]
≤ exp

(
−|A| · π(u)

8 · p2r
u,u

)
.

Proof. Let Xt
v,g be an indicator random variable, which is 1 when agent g is at vertex v at

round t. Then, Nv(t) =
∑
g∈AX

t
v,g, which implies

N̂u(t, r) =
∑
v∈V

prv,u
∑
g∈A

Xt
v,g =

∑
g∈A

∑
v∈V

prv,u ·Xt
v,g =

∑
g∈A

Yg,

where Yg is the internal sum above for agent g. The random variables Yg, g ∈ A, are inde-
pendent, since the agents perform independent random walks. We compute the expectation
and the second moment of Yg to argue about the concentration of N̂u(t, r).

E
[
N̂u(t, r)

]
= E [Nu(t+ r)] = |A| · π(u),

as the agents are initially distributed according to the stationary distribution π.

E
[
Y 2
g

]
= E

 ∑
v1,v2∈V

prv1,up
r
v2,u ·X

t
v1,g ·X

t
v2,g


=
∑
v∈V

(
prv,u

)2 · E [Xt
v,g

]
, as g cannot be in two vertices simultaneously,

=
∑
v∈V

prv,u ·
(
prv,u · π(v)

)
, since g is placed according to π,

=
∑
v∈V

pru,v ·
(
π(u) · pru,v

)
, by reversibility,

= π(u) ·
∑
v∈V

pru,v · prv,u

= π(u) · p2r
u,u.

We apply [6, Theorem 3.7], setting λ = E
[
N̂u(t, r)

]
/2 and M = 0, to obtain

P
[
N̂u(t, r) ≤ |A| · π(u)/2

]
≤ exp

(
− λ2

2 ·
∑
g∈A E

[
Y 2
g

])

≤ exp
(
− (|A| · π(u))2

8 ·
∑
g∈A π(u) · p2r

u,u

)
= exp

(
−|A| · π(u)

8 · p2r
u,u

)
. J

We will also need the following result, whose proof is in the full version of the paper [18].

I Lemma 8. Let X(t) be a simple random walk that starts at vertex u of a connected graph
G = (V,E). If deg(u) is the degree of u, and dmin is the smallest degree of G, then for any
even t ≥ 0, P [X(t) = u] ≤ deg(u)

|E| + 20·deg(u)
dmin·

√
t+1 .

DISC 2020
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3.2 Analysis
Suppose that G = (V,E) is a d-regular graph with d = O(logn), thus π(u) = 1/n for any
u ∈ V . For a constant ρ > 0 define r = r(ρ) as the smallest even integer such that

r ≥ max{ρ · log2 n, 256d · logn/α} = Θ(log2 n). (1)

We modify the visit-exchange process to create a new process called tweakedr, as
follows: At the end of each round t ≥ 0, we add a minimal set of agents to the process to
make sure that N̂u(t, r) ≥ |A| · π(u)/2 = α/2, for every vertex u. Next we prove that, in
the first polynomially many rounds tweakedr and visit-exchange are equivalent, w.h.p.
Therefore, the results that we prove for tweakedr, also hold for visit-exchange, w.h.p.
This technique allows us to avoid dealing with dependencies of the random walks, which
would arise if we directly analyzed visit-exchange conditioned on N̂u(t, r) ≥ α/2 for all u
and t. (Similar tweaked processes are used in the proofs of Theorems 2 to 5 to circumvent
some dependencies.)

I Lemma 9. For any constant c > 0, there is a constant ρ such that visit-exchange and
tweakedr are identical for the first T ′ rounds of their execution with probability at least
1− T ′ · n−(c+2).

Proof. By Lemma 8, p2r
u,u ≤ 2

n + 20√
2r+1 ≤

20√
r
, since r = O(log2 n). For t < T ′, we substitute

the above inequality into Lemma 7, and use the fact that |A| · π(u) = α, to get that

P
[
N̂u(t, r) ≤ α/2

]
≤ exp

(
− α

8 · p2r
u,u

)
≤ exp

(
− α

160 ·
√
r
)
≤ n−(c+3),

for a sufficiently large constant ρ. By applying a union bound over all vertices u and rounds
t < T ′, we complete the proof. J

Consider two vertices u and v with distance O(r/max{d, log2 logn}), and assume u is
informed at round t0. The next key lemma provides a lower bound for the probability that
v becomes informed O(r) rounds after t0. The lemma holds for any execution prefix of
tweakedr up to round t0, which means we can apply it repeatedly to prove Theorem 2. Let
Kt be the σ-field that determines the execution of tweakedr until round t.

I Lemma 10. Let h = max{d, log logn}, and kmax(γ) = γ·r
max{d,(log logn)2} . There are con-

stants γ, β > 0, such that for any round t0 and any two vertices u, v with dist(u, v) ≤ kmax(γ),
given Kt0 and that u is informed at round t0, vertex v is informed at round t0 + 2r with
probability at least 1− e−β·h.

Proof. Case d = ω(log logn). To simplify presentation, we assume t0 = 0 and omit the
conditional Kt0 throughout the proof. Fix the constant γ such that kmax(γ) ≤ αr

256d . Consider
two vertices u, v such that a shortest path between them is u = u0, . . . , uk = v, where
k = dist(u, v) ≤ kmax(γ). For a round t ≥ r and i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, let Zi,t be the number of
agents in the neighbourhood Γ(ui) of vertex ui at round t. Then, by definition of tweakedr,

E [Zi,t] =
∑

w∈Γ(ui)

E [Nui(t)] =
∑

w∈Γ(ui)

E
[
N̂ui(t− r, r)

]
≥ α · d/2.

Since the agents make independent random walks, by a Chernoff bound we get that

P [Zi,t ≥ α · d/4] ≥ 1− e−α·d/16.
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If E is the event that Zi,t ≥ α · d/4 for all i ∈ {0, . . . k− 1} and t ∈ {r, . . . 2r} simultaneously,
then, by a union bound,

P [E ] ≥ 1− k · r · e−α·d/16 ≥ 1− e−βd/2,

for a small enough constant β, because kr = O(poly(logn)) and d = ω(log logn).
We modify tweakedr as follows: If E does not hold, then we add a minimum number of

agents to the process so that E holds. We call the new process r-tweakedr, and observe
that tweakedr and r-tweakedr are identical with probability at least 1− e−βd/2.

We divide the rounds r, . . . , 2r − 1 of r-tweakedr into r/2 phases of 2 rounds each.
For each 0 ≤ i < r/2, let K′i be the σ-algebra which determines the execution prefix of
r-tweakedr until round r + 2i ≤ 2r. Let pi be the largest integer, between 0 and k, such
that vertex w = upi is informed at round r + 2i. If pi < k, then each agent that is in the
neighbourhood of w in round r + 2i, informs vertex upi+1 after two rounds, with probability
1/d2, by going through w. Define a Bernoulli random variable Xi, such that Xi = 1 if pi < k

and upi+1 is informed in round r + 2(i+ 1), i.e., the ith phase is successful. For technical
convenience, we also define Xi = 1 if pi = k, i.e., v is already informed in that phase. Then,

P [Xi = 1 | K′i] ≥ 1−
(
1− d−2)α·d/4 ≥ 1− e−α/(4d) ≥ α

8d . (2)

Define Y =
∑r/2−1
i=0 Yi, where Yi are independent Bernoulli random variables with success

probability α/8d. By our choice of γ and (1),

E [Y ] = αr

16d ≥ 8(kmax(γ) + logn) ≥ 8(k + logn),

and, by a Chernoff bound,

P [Y ≥ k] ≥ P [Y ≥ E [Y ]/2] ≥ 1− e−E[Y ]/8 ≥ 1− 1/n ≥ 1− e−βd/2,

since d = O(logn) and by choosing constant β smaller if necessary. On the other hand, for
X =

∑r/2−1
i=1 Xi, (2) implies that X stochastically dominates Y , in particular,

P [X ≥ k] ≥ P [Y ≥ k] ≥ 1− e−βd/2.

Note, X ≥ k implies that v is informed in r-tweakedr at round 2r. Since r-tweakedr
and tweakedr are identical with probability 1 − e−βd/2, vertex v must be informed in
tweakedr at round 2r with probability at least 1− e−βd = 1− e−βh.

Case d = O(log logn). As in the previous case, we assume t0 = 0 and consider the spread
of information along a shortest path from u to v, namely, u = u0, . . . , uk = v. Fix a round
t ≥ r and some i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}. Let l = (η log logn)2 for some constant η that will be
specified later. For an agent g define Rg as the number of times agent g visits ui in rounds
t, . . . , t+l−1. IfXg(t′) is the position of the agent g at round t′, then Rg =

∑t+l−1
t′=t 1Xg(t′)=ui ,

so by Lemma 8,

E [Rg | Xg > 0] =
t+l−1∑
t′=t

P [Xg(t′) = ui | Rg > 0] ≤ 1 +
t+l−1∑
t′=t

(
1
n

+ 20√
t− t′ + 1

)
≤ 50 ·

√
l.

Let Zi,t be the number of unique agents that visit ui in rounds t, . . . , t+ l − 1.

E [Zi,t] =
∑
g∈A

P [Rg > 0] =
∑
g∈A

E [Rg]
E [Rg | Rg > 0]
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≥
∑
g∈A E [Rg]
50 ·
√
l

=
∑t+l−1
t′=t E [Nui(t′)]

50 ·
√
l

=

∑t+l−1
t′=t E

[
N̂ui(t′ − r, r)

]
50 ·
√
l

≥ l · α/2
50 ·
√
l

= α ·
√
l

100 .

Since the agents are performing independent random walks, then by a Chernoff bound,

P
[
Zi,t ≥ α ·

√
l/200

]
≥ 1− exp

(
− αη800 · log logn

)
≥ 1− 1/ log5 n,

for a suitable choice of η. We now let E be the event Zi,t ≥ α ·
√
l/200 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , k−1}

and t ∈ {r, . . . , 2r}, simultaneously. As before, we create r-tweakedr by adding minimum
number of agents to tweakedr to ensure that E holds. Since rk = O(log4 n), by a union
bound, there is a constant β such that P [E ] ≥ 1− e−βh/2.

The rest of the proof follows the same line of logic as in the case of d = ω(log logn). The
only difference is that instead of phases of 2 rounds, we consider phases of l rounds. E implies
that after each phase r-tweakedr informs the next vertex on the path with a constant
probability since

√
l = Ω(d). Therefore, as long as k ≤ γ · r/l for a sufficiently small γ, vertex

v becomes informed at round 2r of r-tweakedr w.h.p., which completes the proof. J

Proof of Theorem 2. First, we consider the tweakedr process for a constant ρ chosen by
Lemma 9 such that tweakedr is identical to visit-exchange in the first n2 rounds of its
execution, with probability at least 1− n−2. Consider a shortest path s = u0, . . . , um = u

from source vertex s to vertex u. Let k = kmax(γ) be the upper bound on the distance from
Lemma 10, and as before h = max{d, log logn}. We divide the execution of tweakedr into
phases of 2r rounds each. If vertex ui is informed at the end of a phase, then by Lemma 10,
the vertex umin{m,i+k} will be informed in the next phase of 2r rounds with probability at
least 1− e−βh, independently from the past.

For some constant η ∈ (0, 1), let l = dm/k + logn/he/(1 − η). For i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, let
Xi be a Bernoulli random variable that is 0 if in the ith phase of tweakedr either k new
vertices along the specified path become informed, or vertex u becomes informed, i.e., the
phase is successful. For X =

∑l
i=1Xi, if X < l−dm/ke then vertex u is informed at the end

of the lth phase, because at least dm/ke phases were successful. By a stochastic dominance
argument as in Lemma 10 we upper bound P [X < l − dm/ke].

Let {Yi}1≤i≤l be a collection of independent Bernoulli random variables P [Yi = 1] = e−βh.
By Lemma 10, P [Xi = 1 | X1, . . . , Xi−1] ≤ P [Yi = 1], and therefore, for Y =

∑l
i=1 Yi,

P [X > l − dm/ke] ≤ P [Y > l − dm/ke] ≤ P [Y ≥ l − dm/k + logn/he]
= P [Y ≥ η · l] = P

[
Y ≥ η · eβh · E [Y ]

]
≤
(
η · eβh−1)−η·l ≤ n−3,

by a Chernoff bound and by taking a value of η that is sufficiently close to 1. Thus, after l ·2r
rounds of tweakedr vertex u is informed with probability 1− n−3. By a union bound over
all vertices, and the fact that tweakedr and visit-exchange are identical in the first n2

rounds we get that T ≤ l · 2r w.h.p. Since k = O(r/max{d, (log logn)2}), and m ≤ diam(G),
and h = max{d, log logn}, we finally get that, w.h.p.,

T = O

(
max{d, (log logn)2} · diam(G) + log3 n

h

)
= Õ

(
d · diam(G) + log3 n

d

)
. J
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4 Upper Bound for Trees

In this section we prove the upper bound part of Theorem 5. Recall, Rb,h is a rooted
b-ary tree, where each vertex at distance less than h from the root has b children, and all
leaves are at distance h from the root; thus h is the height of the tree. The total number
of vertices is n = (bh+1 − 1)/(b − 1). The set of children of vertex u is denoted Cu. The
set of descendants of u is denoted Du; precisely, Du contains the vertices in the subtree
rooted u, including u itself. The height of that subtree is denoted hu. We define the set
Bu,l = {v ∈ Du | hv = hu − l}, which contains all descendants of v at distance l from u.
Finally, Zu(t) denotes the set of agents at vertex u at round t, and ZS(t) =

⋃
u∈S Z(t) is the

set of agents in the set S ⊆ V at that round.

4.1 The Lucky-Gambler Process
We define an auxiliary process, called lucky-gambler, which will be used in the analysis.
The process has three parameters: two integers m, k > 0, and a probability p < 1/2. Consider
a path graph Pm of length m, with vertices 0 up to m. For every integer s ≥ 0, at round s
exactly k gamblers appear on vertex 1 and make a biased random walk: for 0 < i < m, the
probability of moving from vertex i to (i+ 1) and (i− 1) is pi,i+1 = p and pi,i−1 = 1− p = q,
respectively. When the gambler reaches vertex 0 or m, it stops, i.e., p0,0 = pm,m = 1
(states 0,m are absorbing). We will write lucky-gambler(m, p, k) to explicitly state the
parameters of the process.

For a vertex v of Rb,h, where hv ≥ m, we are going to couple the movement of the agents
in part of the subtree of v, with the gamblers in lucky-gambler. Using the coupling and
the next lemmas, we argue that v receives agents at a constant rate. By carefully selecting
the agents that are coupled, we can claim that agents arrive at constant rate to every vertex
v on a given path to the root, independently for each vertex.

I Lemma 11. If p = 1/(b+ 1) and k ≥ ε · bm−1, for some constant ε > 0, then there is a
constant β < 1 such that for any round t ≥ 4m and positive integer ∆ the probability that no
gambler reaches vertex m during any round in γ0 = {t, . . . , t+ ∆− 1} is at most (1− β)∆.

I Lemma 12. If p = 1/(b+ 1) and k ≥ κ · bm−1, for some integer κ, then there is a constant
γ, such that for any integer τ ≥ 8m, at least γκτ gamblers reach vertex m in the first τ
rounds, with probability at least 1− e−γκτ/4.

We will use the next two results for a single gambler g making a biased random walk
on Pm starting at round 0. Let Xg(t) be the position of gambler g at round t and let
τg(i) = min{t | Xg(t) = i} be the hitting time of vertex i of g. We denote the event that
τg(m) < τg(0) as Lg, and we will say that g is lucky if it occurs.

I Lemma 13 ( [15, Chapter 14]). If p 6= q, then for 0 < i < m, P [Lg | Xg(0) = i] = (q/p)i−1
(q/p)m−1 .

I Lemma 14. If p < q, then for 0 < i < m, E [τg(m) | Lg, Xg(0) = i] ≤ m−i
q−p .

Below we prove Lemma 11; the proofs of Lemmas 12 and 14 can be found in the full
version of the paper [18].

Proof of Lemma 11. For s ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let gs,i be the ith gambler that starts its
walk at round s at vertex 1. Let τs,i = τgs,i be defined as for the single gambler g above.
Clearly, τs,i(j)− s and τg(j) are identically distributed, if Xg(0) = 1. We also extend the
definition of γ0, letting γs = {t− s, . . . , t+ ∆− s− 1}.
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We would like to study the number of lucky gamblers that reach m at rounds in γ0.
Consider first a “toy” example, which assumes that for each s, exactly one gambler is lucky
among the k gamblers that start their walk at round s. Suppose that g′s is that lucky gambler.
We study the expected number of these agents that reach m during the rounds in γ0:

E

∑
s≥0

1{τg′s (m)∈γ0} | Lg′s for s ≥ 0

 =
t+∆∑
s=0

P
[
τg′s(m) ∈ γ0 | Lg′s

]
=
t+∆∑
s=0

P [τg(m) ∈ γs | Lg] .

The setup in the “toy” example is unlikely to occur, however, we use it as a motivation to
lower bound the last quantity, which will be used in the main part of the proof.

t+∆∑
s=0

P [τg(m) ∈ γs | Lg] =
∆−1∑
l=0

∑
0≤s≤t+∆

s≡l (mod ∆)

P [τg(m) ∈ γs | Lg] ,

the inner sum is over every ∆th summand,

≥
∆−1∑
l=0

P [τg(m) < t | Lg] , by union of disjoint events,

= ∆ · P [τg(m) < t | Lg]

≥ ∆ ·
(

1− E [τg(m) | Lg]
t

)
, by Markov’s inequality,

≥ ∆ ·
(

1− m · (b+ 1)
t · (b− 1)

)
, by Lemma 14 as q − p = b− 1

b+ 1 ,

≥ ∆ ·
(

1− b+ 1
4(b− 1)

)
, since t ≥ 4m,

≥ ∆/4.

We can now bound the probability that no agent visits vertex m between rounds t and t+ ∆:

P

 ⋂
0≤s≤t+∆

1≤i≤k

{τs,i(m) /∈ γ0}

 =
t+∆∏
s=0

(P [τs,i(m) /∈ γ0])k , by independence of the walks,

=
t+∆∏
s=0

(P [τg(m) /∈ γs])k

=
t+∆∏
s=0

(1− P [Lg] · P [τg(m) ∈ γs | Lg])k

=
t+∆∏
s=0

(
1− b− 1

bm − 1 · P [τg(m) ∈ γs | Lg]
)k

, by Lemma 13,

≤
t+∆∏
s=0

exp
(
−k · (b− 1)

bm − 1 · P [τg(m) ∈ γs | Lg]
)

≤ exp
(
−ε · b

m−1(b− 1)
bm − 1 ·

t+∆∑
s=0

P [τg(m) ∈ γs | Lg]
)

≤ exp
(
−ε∆8

)
, by the analysis of the toy example. J
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4.2 Analysis
We define another auxiliary process, called tweaked, which is a slight modification of the
original visit-exchange process. Let m be the smallest integer such that bm ≥ µ · lnn for a
constant µ to be defined later, and let k = dα · bm/8e. Consider a vertex u of the tree, such
that hu ≥ m, and recall that Bu,m is the set of descendants of u at distance m. Let v be one
of the children of u and define Z ′u,v(t) be the set of agents that are in Bu,m−1 at round t and
were in Bu,m \ Bv,m−1 the round before, i.e., Z ′u,v(t) = ZBu,m−1(t) ∩ ZBu,m\Bv,m−1(t − 1).
For a round t ≥ 0 let qu,v(t) be the smallest non-negative integer for which

|Z ′u,v(t)|+ qu,v(t) ≥
⌈α

8 · |Bu,m|
⌉

=
⌈α

8 · b
m
⌉

= k.

To construct tweaked we add exactly qu,v(t) agents in Bu,m−1 at round t (it is not important
to which vertices in Bu,m−1 these agents are added).

To motivate the construction of tweaked, consider a vertex u and its child v, such that
m ≤ hu < h. In round t of tweaked, there are at least k agents at vertices in Bu,m \Bv,m−1
(of height hu −m) that move closer to u in the next round. This allows us to couple these
agents to that of gamblers in a lucky-gambler(m+ 1, 1/(b+ 1), k) process, and use our
results from Sect. 4.1 to show that agents arrive at the parent of u at a constant rate. A key
insight is that by not considering agents that are in descendants of v, the same argument
can be made for vertex v, independently of u, if hv ≥ m too. By repeating this argument,
we show that in O(logn) rounds all vertices of height at least m are informed once one such
vertex is informed. tweaked and lucky-gambler are also used to analyse the spread of
the message in the vertices of height at most m.

Using a Chernoff bound we can show that tweaked and visit-exchange are equivalent
in the first polynomially many rounds, w.h.p.

I Lemma 15. The probability that no agent is added in the tweaked process in the first r
rounds is at least 1− r · n−

α·µ
32 +1.

We will use the same notation for tweaked and visit-exchange processes.

I Lemma 16. Let u be any vertex of the tree Rb,h such that hu ≥ m. For any constant c > 0,
if u is informed, then after O(logn) rounds of tweaked the root ρ of Rb,h gets informed,
with probability at least 1− n−c.

Proof. Consider the path u = u1, . . . , ul = ρ from u to the root of the tree. Due to the
symmetry of the tree, we can assume that the path is the “leftmost” path of the tree, i.e., for
any i ≥ 1, ui−1 is the leftmost child of ui (for consistency, we let u0 be the leftmost child of
u1). Roughly speaking, we show that for any i, the number of rounds between two consecutive
visits to ui (by a certain subset of agent) follows a geometric distribution, independently
of the other ui′ . To that end, we couple the movement of agents of tweaked to l − 1
independent instances of process lucky-gambler(m+ 1, 1/(b+ 1), k), one corresponding
to each of the vertices ui for 1 ≤ i < l.

Next we give some definitions and describe the coupling for a fixed i. For simplicity,
define Bi = Bui,m and B′i = Bi \ Bui−1,m−1 =

⋃
v∈Cui\{ui−1}Bv,m−1. I.e., Bi is the set of

descendants of ui at distance m from it, and to get B′i we remove the descendants of ui−1
from Bi. Let g1, . . . , gzi,t be the agents in tweaked that were at B′i in round t − 1 and
moved closer to the root in the next round. By definition of tweaked, there are at least
k = dα · bm/8e such agents.
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In the lucky-gambler(m+ 1, 1/(b+ 1), k) process that corresponds to vertex ui, we
start k gamblers in round t, denoted g′1, . . . , g

′
k. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and for each round

t′ ≥ t until gj reaches ui+1 or any vertex in Bi, the walks gj and g′j are coupled: if gj moves
closer to the root then g′j moves to the right on the path, and if gj moves away from the
root, g′j moves left. If gj is at ui+1 or in Bui,m, then by the coupling, g′j has finished its walk
at one of the endpoints of the path. Before this happens we say that gj is i-coupled.

Let t1 = 4 · (m+1), and let ti+1 be the first round after ti when ui+1 receives an i-coupled
agent from ui. Now, notice that by construction no agent can be i-coupled and i′-coupled at
the same time for i′ 6= i. It implies that the rounds when ui+1 receives i-coupled agents are
independent from the walks of i′-coupled agents. On the other hand the walks of i-coupled
agents are coupled with an independent lucky-gambler process thus, Lemma 11 implies

P [ti+1 − ti ≤ s | t1, . . . , ti] = (1− β)s = P [Fi ≥ s] ,

where Fi ∼ Geom(β), 1 ≤ i < l, are a collection of independent geometric random variables
with success probability β. If τρ is the round when the root is informed then τρ ≤ tl =
t1 +

∑l−1
i=1(ti+1 − ti). It follows that (τρ − t1) is stochastically dominated by F =

∑l−1
i=1 Fi,

and from a Chernoff bound for the sum of independent geometric random variables,

P [τρ ≥ f + t1] ≤ P [F ≥ f ] ≤ e−f ·β/8,

for any f ≥ 2h/β. Since t1 = O(h), we can take a large enough f = O(logn), completing
the proof. J

Next we prove that if vertex u of height hu = m is informed, then after at most O(m lnn)
rounds a given leaf v in u’s subtree becomes informed, w.h.p. For that, we first show that
there are at least Θ(m lnn) visits to u in those rounds (possibly multiple times by the same
agent). Using a lower bound on the probability that an agent that is at u visits v before
returning to u, we can show that one of these agents will visit v in O(m lnn) rounds, w.h.p.

I Lemma 17. Let u be such that hu = m. For any constant c > 0, there is a round
τ = O(m lnn) such that in the first τ rounds of tweaked, u is visited at least c ·mb · lnn
times, with probability at least 1− n−cmb.

Proof. For a round t, let g1, . . . , gzu,t be the agents that are in Bu,m−1 at round t, and have
also been at the leaf vertices Bu,m in the previous round. By the definition of tweaked,
zu,t ≥ k, where k = dαbm/8e. We construct an instance of lucky-gambler(m, 1/(b+ 1), k)
as follows. If g′1, . . . , g′k are the gamblers that started their walk at round t, then for each
1 ≤ j ≤ k, the walk of agent gj is coupled with the walk of the gambler g′k: If gj moves closer
to the root of the tree, then g′j moves right on the path and left otherwise. The coupling ends
when g′j arrives at either vertex 0 or m of its path. That corresponds to gj either visiting a
leaf vertex in Bu,m or visiting vertex u.

Consider the first τ rounds of tweaked. Since k ≥ αbm/8, we can apply Lemma 12
with parameter κ = αb/8 to the coupled lucky-gambler process. Let γ be the constant
guaranteed by the lemma and let τ = 8c

αγ ·m lnn. Lemma 12 implies that in the first τ rounds
of lucky-gambler there are at least γκτ = c ·mb · lnn lucky gamblers, with probability at
least 1− e−γκτ/4 = 1− e−cmb lnn = 1− n−cmb. Since each lucky gambler corresponds to a
single visit to u by some agent, we complete the proof. J

I Lemma 18. Let u be such that hu = m and let v be a leaf in the subtree of u. For any
constant cl > 0, if vertex u is informed then after at most O(m lnn) rounds of tweaked,
vertex v is informed with probability at least 1− n−cl .
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Proof. Let τ be the round guaranteed by Lemma 17 for a constant c > 0. If after the
first τ rounds of tweaked, there have been fewer than cmb lnn visits to u, then we add
a minimal number of agents to u at round τ to have at least cmb lnn agents there. We
call the resulting process tweakedu. By Lemma 17 and an application of union bound
over the first log2 n = ω(m lnn) rounds, tweakedu and tweaked are identical in the first
Θ(m lnn) rounds of execution with probability at least 1−n−cmb log2 n. We therefore analyse
tweakedu.

For a round t ≤ τ , consider an agent g that visits u at round t. Let Dg,t be the event
that g moves to one of u’s children at round t+ 1. Let also Eg,t be the event that g visits v
before returning to u, and before round τ ′ = τ + 8mbm−1. Clearly, Eg,t implies Dg,t, and
P [Dg,t] = b

b+1 . Also, we can show that P [Eg,t | Dg,t] ≥ 1/(12mb), by analysing a single
random walk in Rb,m that starts in the root of the tree [18]. Therefore,

P [Eg,t] = P [Eg,t ∩ Dg,t] = P [Dg,t] · P [Eg,t | Dg,t] ≥
b

b+ 1 ·
1

12mb ≥
1

18mb.

The probability that v is not visited by any informed agent before round τ ′ is at most

P

[ ⋂
t≤τ, g∈Zu(t)

¬Eg,t

]
≤
(

1− 1
18mb

)cmb lnn
≤ e−c lnn/18 ≤ n−c/18 ≤ n−cl−1,

for a large enough constant c. Notice that τ ′ = τ + 8mbm−1 = O(m lnn) by the definition of
m. Since tweaked and tweakedu are identical in the first log2 n rounds with probability at
least 1− n−cmb log2 n, v will be informed in O(m lnn) rounds in tweaked, with probability
at least 1− n−cl−1 − n−cmb log2 n ≥ 1− n−cl . J

Proof of the Upper Bound of Theorem 5. We will use the following simple symmetry
lemma, which holds for any graph: If Tu,v is the number of rounds of visit-exchange until
vertex v is informed when the information originates at u, then the random variables Tu,v
and Tv,u have the same distribution [18].

Consider the tweaked process, and suppose that the source of the information is vertex
u with hu = m, for m as defined at the beginning of Sect. 4.2. By Lemma 16, for an
arbitrary constant c, there is T1 = O(logn) such that the root ρ is informed by time T1,
with probability at least 1 − n−c. Lemma 15 then implies that the same bound T1 holds
for the visit-exchange process, with probability p ≥ 1− n−c − n−αµ/32, for an arbitrary
large µ. From the symmetry lemma above, it follows that if ρ is the initial source of the
information instead, then u becomes informed within T1 rounds of visit-exchange with
the same probability p ≥ 1− n−c − n−αµ/32.

Suppose again that information originates at some u with hu = m, and let v be any
leaf that is a descendant of u. From Lemma 18 and Lemma 15, for an arbitrary constant
c, there is some T2 = O(m logn), such that v gets informed after at most T2 rounds of
visit-exchange, with probability at least 1− n−c − n−αµ/32.

Combining the above we obtain that if ρ is the source of the information, then any given
leaf v is informed after at most T1 + T2 rounds of visit-exchange, with probability at least
1− 2n−c − 2n−αµ/32. And by a union bound, all leaves (and thus all vertices) are informed
within T1 + T2 rounds with probability at least 1− 2n−c+1 − 2n−αµ/32+1.

Finally, by employing the symmetry argument above again, we obtain that for any source
vertex (not just ρ), all vertices are informed within 2(T1 +T2) rounds with probability at least
1− 4n−c+1− 4n−αµ/32+1. Since T1 +T2 = O(logn+m logn) = O(logn+ logb logn · logn) =
O(logn+ h log h), the theorem follows. J
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